APPROVED SEDIMENT FILTERING DEVICE (SEDIMENT FILTER BAG). PROVIDE POSITIVE DRAINAGE FROM SEDIMENT FILTER BAG TO STREAM.

DISCHARGE HOSES

DEWATERING PUMP

STREAM DIVERSION PUMP

INTAKE HOSE

STREAMBANK

FLOW

FLOW

SUMP—HOLE FOR POOL (12” TO 18” DEEP, 2–FT DIAMETER)

WORK AREA LENGTH NOT TO EXCEED THAT WHICH CAN BE COMPLETED IN ONE DAY

TEMPORARY PUMP AROUND SEQUENCE
1. SET UP PUMP WITH SUCTION AND DISCHARGE HOSE.
2. INSTALL UP—STREAM SANDBAG DAM.
3. INSTALL DOWN—STREAM SANDBAG DAM.
4. THE PUMP MUST RUN CONTINUOUSLY WHILE WORKING IN THE STREAM.
5. STREAMBANKS MUST BE STABILIZED AT THE END OF EACH DAY.

NOTES:
1. SANDBAG DIKES SHALL BE SITUATED AT THE UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM ENDS OF THE WORK AREA, AND STREAM FLOW SHALL BE PUMPED AROUND THE WORK AREA. THE PUMP SHOULD DISCHARGE ONTO A STABLE VELOCITY DISSIPATER CONSTRUCTED OF RIPRAP OR SANDBAGS.
2. WATER FROM THE WORK AREA SHALL BE PUMPED TO A SEDIMENT FILTERING MEASURE SUCH AS A SEDIMENT BAG OR OTHER APPROVED DEVICE. THE MEASURE SHALL BE LOCATED SUCH THAT THE WATER DRAINS BACK INTO THE CHANNEL BELOW THE DOWNSTREAM SANDBAG DIKE WITHOUT CAUSING FURTHER EROSION BETWEEN THE SEDIMENT FILTER BAG AND THE STREAMBANK.